
KC and The Mid-Month Thought – Rela�onships

So, this month I turn 40 and recent events got me thinking about relationship. I’m not just talking 
about romantic, I’m thinking about the whole spectrum, friends, work colleagues, business etc.

I’ve discovered that all have a commonality, for them to work it. Both parties need to understand the 
core fundamentals of why the relationship exist.  There has to be an equilibrium, but not necessarily 
equal. For example, and I’m sure we’ve all experienced this one… Where you feel like you’re the one 
to make all the effort and reach out to an old friend, but when you actually get together it’s all worth 
it and you feel great meeting up, followed by the phrase, “we should do this more often”. And when 
you part ways, the same cycle starts again. So, although you feel unequal being the one reaching out 
all the time, the equilibrium comes because when you get together, you both remember why you are 
friends and both come away feeling positive.

Another one of my tales, of understanding this equilibrium is regarding a work colleague. I’ll keep 
this all nameless out of respect but in the past, I worked with someone I didn’t much like, both 
professionally and personally. I didn’t agree with their behaviours and with how they worked. I 
suspect, this person felt the same, hence confrontations many times. These battles became very 
tiresome and I even started to hate (strong word I know…) being near this person and got to a 
point where it started effecting my mental health (hence using the word “hate”) and work. As you 
can imagine, this cycle of locking heads wasn’t going to change unless we understood, in this case, 
that we do actually have an equilibrium, which is we both work for this company and we both care 
about the company and want to drive it forward. So, I took the first step and decided to step aside 
my personal opinions and just respect the fact that this person only has the same goal as me, doing 
what’s right for the business. We may not have agreed with the solutions we both came up with to 
get there, but the conflicts reduced and so began a mutual understanding that we had to work 
together to achieve that goal. This shift in the dynamic allowed me not to stress or fear being near 
this person anymore. Despite not working with this person anymore because of me moving to 
pastures new, my original opinion of them has never changed, but my respect of what we wanted to 
achieve will remain. 

So, whatever the relationships in your life, just remember why the relationship exist. 

Thought I’d try something new with this mid-month update, regarding things that have been on my 
mind. Usually, I just think about these things when driving my car into work or home because 
something has happened recently or sometimes it just pops in my head for no reason. I also thought 
while driving that sharing my thoughts with you will get you thinking too or help/inspire you.

My first mid-month post is about Relationships. I’m not just talking about romantic, I’m thinking 
about the whole spectrum, friends, work colleagues, business etc. 

Check out my PDF slideshow sharing my experiences and thoughts on this and please feel free to 
leave comments about your experiences with relationships.

Key things to note: 

• Relationships are a two-way street. Both parties need to be willing to put in e�ort 
and make compromises in order for the relationship to work.

• Communication is essential for any healthy relationship. It's important to be able to openly 
and honestly communicate with that person about your thoughts, feelings, and needs.

• Trust is another essential ingredient for a successful relationship. You need to be 
able to trust that person to be honest, and supportive.

• Respect is also important. You need to respect that person’s opinions, beliefs, and 
boundaries.
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Find your crew and 
recover your �ight data

CPI Beacon with Memory Module

Beacon Release Unit
• Compressed spring for deployment 
• CPI beacon attachment point

• 121.5MHz, (243MHz*) & 406MHz
• GPS co-ordinates transmitted via 406MHz
• Class 1 ADELT
• FDR and CVR memory module 
• Crash Proof

Recorder Interface Unit
• Data Inputs options: ARINC 429, ARINC 717 or 

ARINC 664. Plus discrete Inputs 
• RIPS (Recorder Independent Power Supply)*

Cockpit Control Panel
• System test
• Beacon transmit guarded switch
• Beacon deploy guarded switch
• ‘Test’ and ‘Beacon Deployed’ LEDs
• Night Vision Imaging System (NVIS) Compatible lighting

• Activates when submerged in water 
• Deploys the beacon via the SIU

Water Switch

System Interface Unit
• System ‘Arm’ and ‘O�’ guarded switch
• Multi-Axis programmable G-Switch
• Back-up battery

*Optional
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The ditching of an aircraft in the water creates two time 
sensitive scenarios. Firstly, and most importantly, the crew 
and passengers must be located and rescued. Secondly, the 
�ght data must be recovered to determine the cause of the 
incident. The Crash Position Indicator with Memory Module 
(CPI-MM) addresses both scenarios. 

On impact the beacon automatically activates and deploys 
from the aircraft. Floating on the water, it transmits the 
Cospas-Sarsat 406 MHz distress message, including latitude / 
longitude coordinates, for the SAR authorities to coordinate 
a rescue e�ort. 

Prior to deployment the state-of-the-art Recorder Interface 
Unit (RIU) takes a continuous feed of Flight Data (FDR) / 
Cockpit Voice Recorder (CVR) and transfers directly to the 
Memory Module housed within the CPI beacon. In the event 
of a crash, the rescue teams can locate the buoyant CPI 
beacon and recover the �ight/voice data, even if the aircraft 
has sunk. This allows air crash investigators quicker access to 
the evidence they require to establish a cause and prevent 
future accidents. 

The Challenges

The Memory Module is housed within the ADELT and is 
capable of storing up to 25 hours of �ight data, held within a 
buoyant, hermetically sealed, �ame proof case. This means 
that an exact copy of all information held by the FDR/CVR is 
securely contained within the memory module. This Class 1 
ADELT also supports live GPS tracking post-deployment, to 
assist in rapid recovery, allowing crash investigators faster 
access to the information they require.

Flight Data Securely Stored

Frequency:
Peak E�ective: 
Radiated Power: 
Frequency Stability: 
Transmission Duration: 
 

121.5MHz/243MHz*/406MHz
75mW at 121.5MHz

5.0W at 406MHz
2 x 10-9 per min

24Hrs min, 5W EIRP at -40˚C
48Hrs min, 75mW EIRP at -40˚C

Transmitter Signal

Audio storage:
Data storage:

min 2 hours
min 25 hours

*RIPS (Recorder Independent Power Supply) to ensure that 
data continues to be recorded for up to 2 hrs post aircraft 
power loss, providing a vital further insight into the 
development of an incident.

Memory Module

1 Manual - Pilot activation via a cockpit control panel.

2 G Switch - The SIU detects considerable changes in 
pre-programmed parameters and deploys the CPI beacon. 

3 Water switch - In the case of water ingress, the switch 
detects this and will deploy the CPI beacon. 

4 Frangible (Crush) Switch - Impact of an external switch on 
the aircraft, will deploy the CPI beacon.

5 Hold O� Loop - In the event of the tail boom breaking o� 
from the aircraft, the BDC will detect a break in the circuit 
loop and automatically deploy the CPI beacon.

Activation & Deployment 
O�ering Five methods of deployment:

Key Features:
• CPI beacon automatically 

deploys from aircraft

• Transmits the 406 MHz distress 
message and GPS coordinates

• Stores a back-up of the 
FDR/CVR data

• Certified Automatically 
Deployable Emergency Locator 
Transmitter (ADELT) 

Leonardo Helicopters - AW169 Guardia di FinanzaLeonardo Helicopters - AW169 Guardia di Finanza
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Images with aircraft featuring the CPI without Memory Module. No part of this brochure may be reprinted or duplicated without our consent. All sizes and measurements 
are approximate but we try to make sure that they are as accurate as possible. In the interest of continuous production development HR Smith reserves the right to alter 

specification as necessary.
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Dimensions, Weight and Battery Storage Life

Compliance & Approvals

CPI Beacon 
Part No. 503-16MM 
305mm x 92mm (12 ins x 3.62 ins)
Battery Storage Life 5 years

CPI Cockpit Control Panel 
Part No. 503-22 Series
146.2mm x 38mm x 66mm (5.75ins x 1.5ins x 2.6ins)

CPI Beacon Release Unit 
Part No. 503-21-MM 
140mm x 70mm x 67mm (5.5ins x 2.76ins x 2.64ins)

Recorder Interface Unit
Part No. 503-57-A 
187mm x 165mm x 68.9mm (7.4ins x 6.5ins x 2.7ins)
Part No. 503-57-B 
187mm x 165mm x 100mm (7.4ins x 6.5ins x 3.9ins 
Battery Storage life is 10 years 

CPI System Interface Unit 
Part No. 503-24 Series/ 503-42 Series
217mm x 120mm x 82mm (8.5ins x 4.7ins x 3.2ins)
Battery Storage Life 5 years (A01011)

CPI Water Activated Switch 
Part No. 503-23-2 
140mm x 59mm x 31mm (5.5ins x 2.6ins x 1.2ins)

CPI Beacon Deployment Control 
Part No. 503-41 
140mm x 55mm x 89mm (5.5ins x 2.17ins x 3.5ins)

CPI Aircraft Ident Con�g. Unit 
Part No. 503-40 
150mm x 66mm x 40mm (5.9ins x 2.6ins x 1.57ins)

Cospas/Sarsat speci�cation C/ST.001 C/ST.007

EUROCAE ED-62/RTCA DO-204/RTCA DO-183

EUROCAE ED-14/RTCA DO-160F

CAA Speci�cation No16, Issue 2

EUROCAE ED-112A (Software, Audio and RIPS) 
applicable sections and levels

TSO C91a, JTSO-2C91a, TSO C126 and JTSO-2C126

CAA WR01029

Cospas/Sarsat Approval TAC No. 244

TCCA


